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SHORT SYNOPSIS
In Long Story Short, over 100 people at homeless shelters, food banks, adult literacy
programs, and job training centers in Los Angeles and the Bay Area in Northern
California discuss their experiences of poverty – why they are poor, how it feels, and
what they think should be done. Numerous interviews are stitched together to form a
polyphonic account of poverty in California told from the inside.

LONG SYNOPSIS
Long Story Short explores the rise of poverty and income inequality in the US, using tools
of the sharing economy to amplify the voices of those most displaced and dispossessed
by it. While individuals filmed in separate spaces appear in isolation, trapped within their
own video frames, mirroring the isolating aspects of the media forms it appropriates,
words flow across the screen like a musical ensemble. This choral voice moves across a
social body of common experiences and variations on shared themes, as narrators
momentarily join together, and then splinter part. Through this process, shared
experiences and commonalities among strangers are highlighted, instigating
unexpected links, and stipulating connections between and among strangers,
revealing that poverty, much like social media, is viral, iterative, part of a web of
connected experiences.
It is through this modular and polyphonic compilation of short image fragments,
condensed from a potentially limitless archive that Long Story Short aims to reveal
patterns without using abstractions, establishing links within and across the many small,
singular, and short stories that in their collectivity make up the ‘big picture’, yet without
subordinating the small and the singular to the collective composition. In their
conjunction, these many small frames of images and fragments of voices create
something larger, and more akin to the social, than either each of the voices alone. In
this way, Long Story Short offers a glimpse of a different notion of the social and the
collective, distinct from that of social media, which appeals to the most precious of
human values, that is solidarity and compassion, with all its possibilities and potential still
to be realized.

IN THE PRESS
"An original piece of editing, which exploits the split screen principle in a way that is as
pertinent as it is original."
—Telerama
"A hundred ways of being poor and a hundred ways of saying it close-up combine to
form a polyphonic account. The hundred people in tenuous housing in California who
give similar statements in LONG STORY SHORT respond to one another, directly or
indirectly, in a convergence of people, whether isolated individuals or those placed in
groups and aligned. They are intertwined, they resonate with one another, and it is this
chorus of minimalist yet intelligent writing that was awarded."
—En attendant Nadeau, Journal of Literature, Ideas and the Arts
"I was hugely impressed by LONG STORY SHORT, its gripping detail and precision. It's a
masterpiece of editing, very virtuosic. Great work!"
—Yvonne Rainer
"A surprising film, an incredible work of montage on the collective power of speech."
—Maria Bonsanti, Artistic Director, Cinéma du Réel
"[The film's] candid but humanizing approach interrupts the prejudice and pity
commonly directed toward individuals living in poverty, revealing instead the long-term,
systemic nature of economic disenfranchisement."
—Jennifer Gonzalez, Professor, History of Art and Visual Culture, UC Santa Cruz
"Explores poverty in the United States with a bold narrative technique.... The great value
of the film is not only in the strength of its witnesses, and not only the impressive work of
selecting and editing the sound and image, but that the ingenious form of its
conception is tailored to its ambitions."
—Diego Batlle, Otros Cines
"Reveals the crushing collective reality of poverty in the United States. It sizzles with calm
rage!" —Trebor Scholz, Associate Professor of Culture & Media Studies, The New School
"Perfectly pitched to generate lively discussion in any classroom across a range of fields
and disciplines... not to be missed."
—Caren Kaplan, Professor, American Studies, UC Davis
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FILMMAKER INTERVIEW
Excerpts from an interview with contemporary art writer Holly Arden.
Date: December 2015
Holly Arden: How did the idea for Long Story Short come about?
Natalie Bookchin: From the start, I knew I wanted to make a film where those
experiencing poverty were the subjects, not the objects, of the film, where they were
the experts who presented insights derived from their life experiences. I also knew I
wanted to create a large archive of video narrations, to focus on the voices and views
of many rather than a select few.
Given the large number of people in poverty in the US, there is shockingly little
representation in the media, and the representations that do exist are often deeply
flawed. The poor are chronically depicted as helpless, as failures, as victims of their own
bad decisions, whereas in conventional documentaries, one or a few charismatic
individuals often stand in for whole populations and frequently, against all odds,
succeed in taking themselves out of poverty. Many of these stories tend to avoid the
much darker truth that in America, despite individual character, good or bad, most
people have very little chance of moving outside of the class in which they were born.
My background and my work come out of the visual arts, and I’ve never felt the need
to adhere closely to the conventions of mainstream filmmaking. But I have spent a lot of
time thinking about narrative forms and their political and ideological effects. I decided
that I wanted to shift the focus away from single individuals. I didn’t want to have one
superstar, one hero. I wanted all of my subjects to be the stars. By working with a large
archive, I hope to suggest the scale of poverty.
I developed a structure for the film that moves between choruses of speakers and
soloists, between instances of sameness and difference, and allows for both shared and
divergent responses to and reflections on poverty. Composite sentences and
conversations unfold across a body of speakers across the screen, as if across a social
body, producing a collective of shared ideas and overlapping words, experiences, and
phrases spoken simultaneously by multiple speakers – it’s a little like jazz or an
improvised musical score.
First and foremost, my role in making the film has been to listen. My hope is that the
editing performs a kind of close, subjective listening and distillation of the narrations I
collected. I worked very hard to capture the intentions of the speakers, to be true to
their words and meanings.
HA: Can you talk about the shift from using found vlog footage in your previous works to
directly eliciting individual participation in Long Story Short?
NB: I built my own archive because as best as I can tell, it didn’t already exist online, so
I couldn’t just search for and download clips as I’ve done for other projects. On social
media, people present their achievements, offering versions of themselves that they
want the world to see. Poverty and homelessness tend to be emotionally isolating
experiences, and are often judged harshly by outsiders. My film seeks to address this by

giving those on the inside an opportunity to address outside perceptions. In doing so, it
reveals the many creative and sometimes heroic ways people adapt and manage
their lives, struggling to maintain dignity amidst incredible challenges, including a
society that’s often indifferent or worse to their situations.
I wanted to build an archive of videos reproducing the format, but not the content, of
the online vlog. I started by having participants make their videos on their own. But that
didn’t last very long. A few people said they wanted someone in the room with them
to ask the questions and guide them through the topics. So that’s what I decided to try,
and it really worked. In the narrations where someone else is in the room, you can feel
the energy and the pleasure of being listened to and being seen. Before the interviews,
participants were given a list of prompts and guiding questions to review. I would ask
interviewees to review and compose their image on screen and to think of the video as
a portrait. During the interview, they saw a live feed of themselves on the screen, and
were able to present themselves as they wanted. They could redo sections, skip over
questions, and elaborate on topics not included in the prompts. They were treated as
the experts, the insiders – and that’s something many of them don’t feel very often in
the eyes of outsiders, where they may feel judged, feared, or not seen at all.
HA: Although Long Story Short doesn’t make use of existing vlogs, it nonetheless draws
on the stylistic and aesthetic conventions of this amateur or DIY format.
NB: Yes, the vlog is associated with micro rather than large-scale media production. To
use this format – and to shoot using laptops and webcams – is to reject (or sometimes,
to mimic or parody) the conventional idea of the professional image that’s supposed to
convey authority and expertise. In the media, the topic of poverty, when it is discussed,
is typically addressed by so-called experts – the pundits, politicians, and academics.
There is of course a long history of filmmakers rejecting the codes of Hollywood and
mainstream filmmaking, from Third Cinema and guerilla filmmaking to social histories
told from the bottom up. I wanted to draw from and update these forms for the digital
age.
I also wanted to avoid overused images of poverty, so-called ‘poverty porn’ and to
present new images conjured entirely from the language of those on the inside. In each
narration, the camera is focused on the subject, who sits in an office or conference
room in one of the non-profit organizations where we filmed, and whose direct gaze
meets the viewers’.
While we live in a time of hyper-visibility – where we are barraged with continuous flows
of images – it can be difficult to notice what is being left out and why it might matter.
What gets the most attention are the images that either get the most likes or that host
platforms consider most valuable. Others drop out of sight and we may never know it.
We don’t have accesses to the algorithms and the calculations used to determine
what rises to the top of our feeds. And, while some of us worry about how to remain
invisible in an age of overvisibility, others don’t have that privilege. As I learned from my
film’s narrators, many worry about their invisibility, about not being seen. In a way I
wanted to do a bait and switch, to put into familiar forms images and stories that don’t
usually rise to the top of our feeds.
That said, the poverty of images of the poor in the popular media landscape is really
nothing new. Poverty has always been a blind spot in America’s picture of itself. It

doesn’t fit into our prevailing myths – where most Americans are middle-class, and that
if we work hard, we all can achieve the American Dream. But, as the comedian
George Carlin once said, “The reason they call it the American Dream is because you
have to be asleep to believe it."
The problem is, though, when the middle class is depicted as the norm and the lower
classes are pathologized as abnormal, the poor’s inability to climb the ladder is seen
simply as a personal failing. Moreover, their appearance in society becomes what
Italian philosopher Giorgio Agamben describes as a ‘state of exception’ and they are
only noticed during moments of crisis. Think about the recent uprising in Baltimore. We
have momentary eruptions treated in the media as exceptions to the rules, even as
‘spontaneous’, and then quickly chased out of the headlines by the next news story. It’s
hard to see patterns when one story is replaced by the next, when each new ‘state of
exception’ is unconnected to others. Agamben argues that as this becomes ‘normal’,
we see the effects in the legal and policy decisions that the society makes. In other
words, when the poor are trapped in a “state of exception,” their situations are treated
as anomalies, and societies cannot systematically respond. Only emergency steps are
taken or worse – no steps at all.
When I began working on the film in 2011, the US was still in the long tail of the Great
Recession. We were also in the middle of a presidential campaign, and all the
candidates were talking about the economy and the struggling middle class. But even
though at least one in three Americans – a hundred million people – were living in
poverty or just above the poverty line according to the 2011 census report, no one
wanted to talk about poverty. Now, as I am finishing the film four years later, the
recession is over, at least officially, but the gap between rich and poor continues to
grow. The presidential campaign is nearly in full swing again, and this time around, no
one is even speaking about the “middle-class” any more. In its place, a bevy of
euphemisms have taken over: we’ve got “hard working tax payers”, “everyday
Americans”, “ordinary Americans”, and “people who work for people who own
businesses”. Hillary Clinton has even been using focus groups to test just what to call
these people!
HA: The French philosopher Jacques Rancière writes about the sans part -- the 'part
without a part' in the community. According to Rancière, these are the people who are
manifestly outside of being 'sensed' by the rest of the community; not because they
don't exist, but rather because they cannot be seen or heard within the sensory
paradigm of the current social order. My sense is that Rancière's sans part refers to
minority groups, but your work sheds light on the current US situation where the sans part
is by no means a small minority! And you seem to be of the opinion that these people
are literally inaudible or the sans part within discourse?
NB: That is a really great observation. The poor in the US are no small minority. Not only
do we have a shrinking middle class, we also have an underclass who were poor
before the recession and remain poor today, even with the so-called economic
‘recovery’. Most Americans still see themselves as middle class – even when the
numbers don’t add up. And why wouldn’t they? Surveys about perceptions of the poor
in America repeatedly find that a majority of Americans view poverty as a personal
failure, the result of lack of motivation and a bad work ethic. In a survey released in
May 2012, “Perceptions of Poverty: The Salvation Army’s Report to America”, almost
half of the more than 1,000 Americans surveyed believed that a good work ethic is all
you need to escape poverty, and 43 percent agreed that if poor people want a job,

they could always find one. 27 percent said that people are poor because they are
lazy, and 29 percent said that poor people usually have lower moral values. A 2014 Pew
Research Center Poll indicated that a majority of conservative Americans agree that
“poor people have it easy because they can get government benefits without doing
anything”.
But on your point about whether the poor can be heard, I think this relates back to
Agamben. When being poor is a state of exception, it can’t be understood for what it
actually is: the normal outcome of a free-market economy.
HA: Can you touch specifically on the issue of race in the film? I was staggered (naively,
I think) by the fact that the majority of the participants are African American or Latin
American.
NB: Race and poverty can’t be separated in the US. My interviews took place in urban
areas in LA and in the Bay Area, where, just as in other cities across the country, there
are large swaths of poor areas that are heavily segregated, with large Black and Latino
populations. In the US we have a long history of racist, segregationist government
policies, from redlining and zoning laws, to predatory lending practices, racist policing,
and a racist justice system, which have helped produce and preserve these
concentrated centers of poverty.
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